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Abstract: Molecular dynamics simulations were used to characterize the structure and
dynamics for several peptides and the effect of conjugating them to a gold nanoparticle.
Peptide structure and dynamics were compared for two cases: unbound peptides in water,
and peptides bound to the gold nanoparticle surface in water. The results show that
conjugating the peptides to the gold nanoparticle usually decreases conformational entropy,
but sometimes increases entropy. Conjugating the peptides can also result in more extended
structures or more compact structures depending on the amino acid sequence of the
peptide. The results also suggest that if one wishes to use peptide-nanoparticle conjugates
for drug delivery it is important that the peptides contain secondary structure in solution
because in our simulations the peptides with little to no secondary structure adsorbed to the
nanoparticle surface.
Keywords: nanoparticle-peptide interactions; molecular dynamics; drug delivery;
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1. Introduction
Nanoparticles (NPs) are of interest due to their use in applications such as sensing [1], imaging
[2–4], drug delivery, novel therapy [5], and control of protein structure and activity [6]. In the
emerging field of nanomaterial-biomolecule research, gold NPs are ideal drug-delivery agents because
of their well-known chemical inertness and their minimal toxicity [7,8]. Functionalized gold NPs often
conjugate with certain proteins, antibodies, or peptides [9,10]. Thus, these conjugates can be designed
to target specific cells such as cancer cells and then deliver drugs to the targeted cells, which can
reduce the dose and thus possible side effects. Many technologies based on biomolecule conjugation to
NP have been developed in the past two decades. For example, aptamer bioconjugated NPs have
shown a very high specificity for drug delivery in prostate cancer chemotherapy [11,12]. Platinum-based
anticancer drugs on gold NPs have demonstrated an unusual ability to penetrate the nucleus in lung
cancer cells [13].
Several studies have shown that it is more effective to use gold NPs as drug delivery agents than
using the drugs via traditional means. Cheng et al. found that use of a drug-gold NP conjugate reduced
drug delivery times significantly compared to the free drug [14]. Thomas and Klibanov showed that
conjugating polyethylenimine chains to gold NPs enhanced the ability of polyethylenimine to transfer
plasmid DNA into mammalian cells [15]. Joshi et al. observed a significant reduction of blood glucose
levels when insulin was delivered using gold NPs as carriers by the transmucosal route in diabetic
rats [16].
In order to more effectively utilize NPs for drug delivery it is important to understand and visualize
how biomolecules interact with NPs. It is known that conjugation of proteins to NPs can affect the
protein structure and function. Aubin-Tam and Hamad-Schifferli have shown that the structure and
function are influenced by the chemistry of the NP ligand, the NP size, the NP material, the
stoichiometry of the conjugates, and the labeling site on the protein and the nature of the linkage [17,18].
They also showed that surface-coating ligands on the NPs are labile and can adopt multiple
conformations. Verma et al. have observed that while initial electrostatic complementarity mediates
binding, further stabilization is achieved through additional favorable interactions on the surface of NP
and the peptide [19]. It is also known that the ligands can rearrange to optimize the interaction with a
protein [20].
Computer simulation has emerged as a particularly valuable tool for characterizing and visualizing
biomolecule-NP conjugates due to the difficulty in obtaining actual experimental data for such
systems [21,22]. Schulten and collaborators used molecular dynamics to predict the structure of an
engineered polypeptide on a gold surface [23]. Simulations by Hoefling et al. showed that the binding
affinities are dependent on the chemical character of the amino acids when adsorbed to a gold
surface [24]. Verde et al. performed simulations to investigate the adsorption and mobility of peptides
on a gold surface [25]. Duchesne et al. devised a method to estimate the proximity of peptides on a
gold NP surface. Other researchers have used simulation to investigate DNA conformations while
bound to a gold surface [26–28].
For the current study we hypothesized that conjugating peptides to gold NPs induces changes in
both the peptide structure and peptide dynamics. We studied six peptides: two sequences that were
used in a cellular uptake study by Hill and colleagues [29], and the other four sequences which are
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ccurrently unnder investtigation byy Hill and colleaguess [30]. Wee performeed moleculaar dynamiccs
s
simulations
for the six peptides unnder two coonditions: (ii) unbound peptides inn water with
h no gold NP
N
p
present;
andd (ii) peptidees bound too a gold NP
P in water. We
W then com
mpared the structure and
a dynamiccs
o the pepttides underr these connditions. Reesults show
of
w that conjjugating thee peptides to the golld
n
nanoparticle
e typically decreases conformatio
c
onal flexibility, but thhat increases in flexibiility are alsso
p
possible.
Thhe differencce in flexibility upon conjugation
c
n depends on
o the aminno acid seq
quence of thhe
p
peptide.
Wee also findd that conjuugation cann result in more extended structtures or more
m
compact
s
structures
deepending on the amino acid sequuence of thee peptide. Finally,
F
the simulation
ns reveal that
p
peptides
witth no seconndary structuure in solution tend to adsorb to the
t nanoparrticle surfacce at multiple
p
points
alongg the peptidde, potentiallly inhibitinng their ability to havee specific innteractions with cellulaar
m
media.
This suggests thhat if one wishes
w
to usse peptide-n
nanoparticlee conjugatees for drug delivery it is
im
mportant thhat the peptiides containn secondary structure in
n solution.
2 Materialss and Meth
2.
hods
We used six differennt peptides for this studdy: kdel cgy
y peptide (K
KC), kdel ccgy labeled by lissaminne
(KCL), musscle bindingg peptide (M
MB), musclle binding peptide
p
labeeled by lisssamine (MB
BL), negativve
c
control
pepptide (NC), and neggative conttrol peptidee labeled by lissam
mine (NCL)) [29]. Thhe
c
correspondin
ng peptide amino
a
acid sequences are:
a
KC: H2N
N-CGYRQS
SDIDTHNR
RIKDEL-OH
H
KCL: H22N-CGY[KL
Liss]RQSD
DIDTHNRIK
KDEL-OH
MB: H2N
N-CGYQNA
ASSLNIA-O
OH
MBL: H22N-CGY[K
KLiss]QNAS
SSLNIA-OH
H
NC: H2N
N-CGYHGE
EGHGEGHGEGK-OH
H
NCL: H22N-CGY[KL
Liss]HGEG
GHGEGHGE
EGK-OH
For each peptide we used PEP-F
FOLD to geenerate pred
dicted structtures [31], w
we then con
nstructed tw
wo
s
simulation
s
systems
for each peptidde: a single unbound peeptide in waater and a siingle peptid
de bound to a
g
gold
NP in water
w
(see Figure
F
1).
Figuree 1. Simulaation test caases used inn this study
y. (a) Unbound: singlee peptide in
n water.
(b) Coonjugated: peptide
p
conj
njugated to the gold NP in water. For the coonjugated case the
sulfur atom (yelloow sphere) is
i covalently bonded to
o the NP.
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For the unbound case the peptides were solvated in a 50.0 Å length cubic water box. Each system
was then ionized with 0.5 mol/L ion concentration using a mixture of Na+ and Cl ions such that each
system had zero net charge.
For the case of the peptide bound to the gold NP the peptide was first placed in water such that the
sulfur atom in the cysteine was 3.0 Å away from the surface of a 5.0 nm diameter gold NP. The
coordinates for the gold atoms were obtained by trimming a (111) symmetry crystal structure to form
a 5.0 nm diameter sphere. The distance of 3.0 Å was chosen so that the system energy could be
minimized effectively since Jiang et al. showed that the S-Au covalent bond length is around 2.8 Å
(Figure 1b) [32]. To reduce computational cost most of the gold atoms that could not interact with the
peptide atoms were not included in the simulation. The system was then solvated in a rectangular water
box and ionized with 0.5 mol/L ion concentration using a mixture of Na+ and Cl ions such that each
system had zero net charge. The box size was chosen such that the distance between the edge of the
box and the nearest gold or peptide atoms was at least 24.0 Å (twice the interaction cutoff distance).
All the molecular dynamics simulations were performed using NAMD 2.7b1 [33] with the TIP3P
water model [34] and CHARMM force field [35,36]. There are several forcefields for peptide-gold
interactions that have been reported in the literature (e.g., [37,38]). We used parameters describing the
interactions for Au-Au and S-Au from Vila Verde et al. and Miao and Seminario [25,36]. Assigning
these forcefield parameters neglects possible confinement effects on NP electronic structure that could
change NP reactivity. These parameters also ignore possible interactions between the peptide and NP
features such as edges and vertexes. For our simulations partial charges for the gold atoms were set to
zero and the atoms were forced to remain in fixed positions during the simulation. For each of the two
cases (unbound and conjugated) minimization was performed for 1,000 steps, followed by 20.0 ns of
equilibrium, and 20.0 ns of production simulation. For equilibration and production Langevin
dynamics [39] was used with a constant temperature of 300 K and the pressure was maintained at
1.0 atm [40,41]. The SHAKE algorithm was implemented to allow a 2.0 fs timestep [42]. Particle mesh
Ewald was utilized for electrostatics with a real-space cutoff of 12 Å [43]. Van der Waals interactions
were cut off at 12 Å with a switching function between 10 and 12 Å.
In order to compare structures and dynamics between the unbound and conjugated cases for each
peptide we used the trajectory produced during the 20 ns production simulation to analyze the solvent
accessible surface area (SASA), root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) and conformational entropy,
and performed clustering for the production simulations. The SASA and RMSF were measured by
analyzing the molecular dynamics trajectories obtained from the production simulations using
VMD [44]. SASA is the solvent accessible surface area of the peptide and the RMSF of the C
quantifies the peptide dynamics. Before performing the RMSF analysis all the trajectory frames were
aligned to the last frame of the trajectory. Clustering of the trajectory structures was performed by first
generating the RMSD matrix, and then using the cutree function in the software package R [45]. The
number of clusters used for our analysis was chosen such that any increase in the number of clusters
did not change the largest cluster. For each peptide, the structure in the largest cluster with a SASA
value closest to the average SASA was then chosen to represent the most commonly seen type of
structure in the simulations. To estimate the uncertainty of SASA and conformational entropy, the
production simulation trajectory was divided into 20 equal size pieces, and the standard deviation of
those pieces was calculated and used as an estimate of the uncertainty for each measure. The
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cconformatioonal entropyy associateed with thee backbonee atoms waas estimated via a qu
uasiharmonic
im
mplementedd in the g__anaeig proogram in GROMACS
G
[46]. In thhis approxiimation, eacch atom i is
c
considered
a a quantuum-mechaniical harmonnic oscillato
as
or of frequeency i [47––49]. For th
his study thhe
e
entropy
wass estimated after aligninng each trajjectory fram
me to the lasst frame of the trajectory to removve
p
possible
entrropic contriibutions from
m the overaall translatio
onal and rottational mottion of the peptides.
p
3 Results and
3.
a Discusssion
To study the effects of peptide--nanoparticlle conjugatiion we usedd molecular dynamics simulation
s
t
to
c
compare
thee dynamics and structuure of six different
d
peptides undeer two sets of conditio
ons shown in
i
F
Figure
1: (i) a single unnbound pepttide in wateer with no go
old NP pressent; and (iii) a single peptide bounnd
too a gold NP
P in water. The
T motivaation for this study wass the hypothhesis that booth the pepttide structurre
a dynamics will channge due to the peptidee-NP interaactions. While 40 ns of simulation
and
n is not lonng
e
enough
to fuully exploree all of the conformational space available too the peptiddes, it does appear to be
b
s
sufficient
to obtain robuust results for
f the propperties reporrted here baased on the reasonable uncertaintiees
o
obtained
froom block averaging.
Figure 2 illustrates the peptidee starting strructures used for this study, and also the most
m
commoon
s
structure
foor unbound and conjuugated pepttides during
g the prodduction sim
mulations (reepresentativve
s
structure
froom largest cluster).
c
The figure shoows that, co
onsistent with our hyppothesis, con
njugating thhe
p
peptides
to the
t gold NP
P does channge the pepttide structurre. These reesults also ssuggest thatt the peptidees
teend to lose some seconndary structuure when coonjugated to
o the NP.
p
Figuree 2. Initial simulation structures used in thiis study annd the mostt common peptide
structuures in ouur moleculaar dynamiccs. Initial structures were gennerated usin
ng the
PEP-F
FOLD serveer [31]. Thhe most coommon sim
mulation strructures aree shown fo
or both
unbouund and connjugated caases. The sppheres (yelllow) indicaate the locaation of thee sulfur
atoms that are bonnded to the gold surfacce and are part of the cyysteine residdues (blue)..

S
for unbound
u
and conjugateed peptides.. The SASA
A measurem
ment providees
Figure 3 shows the SASA
a measure of
o the comppactness off the peptiddes [50]. The NC andd NCL peptides have significantlly
inncreased SA
ASA whenn conjugateed with golld NP. By contrast, thhe other peeptides hav
ve similar or
o
s
slightly
smaaller SASA when conjjugated. Thus, the resu
ults suggestt that the peptides with
h little to no
n
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ssecondary structure become moree extended when boun
nd to the goold NP, andd that the peptides
p
witth
s
secondary
sttructure do not significcantly changge compactn
ness due to conjugationn.
Figuree 3. Averaage solventt accessiblee surface area
a
(SASA
A) for unboound (whitte) and
conjuggated (grey)) cases for each peptiide. The SA
ASA is a measure
m
of hhow extend
ded the
peptidde conformaation is durring the sim
mulations. Averages
A
(bbars) were computed for the
20 ns production simulation and uncerttainties (errror bars) weere estimateed as the sttandard
deviatiion of blockk averages.

Figure 4 shows the conformatioonal entropy of the C
 atoms for unbound aand conjugaated peptidees.
T conform
The
mational enttropy is a measure
m
of thhe overall peptide flexiibility.
These reesults indicaate that booth gold NP
P conjugatiion and thee peptide ssequence afffect peptidde
c
conformatio
onal flexibiliity. Five of the six peptides decreaase flexibiliity when connjugated wiith a gold NP
N
(this is expeected since one
o end of the peptide is tethered
d to the NP surface) andd that the amount
a
of thhe
d
decrease
deppends on thhe peptide sequence.
s
T
There
are tw
wo mechanisms for deecreasing flexibility that
a relevant for this stuudy. The first (not calculated here) is due to the
are
t fact thaat one end of
o the peptidde
teethered to the
t NP surfface and thuus the pepttide has red
duced transllational andd rotational motion. Thhe
s
second
(shoown in Figgures 4 andd 5) is thaat the flexiibility of thhe peptide chain itsellf decreasees.
Interestinglyy, the resultts suggest thhat the KC peptide increases flexiibility whenn conjugated
d, in contraast
ore extendeed
too the other five peptiddes that deccrease flexibbility. This is becausee the KC peeptide is mo
w
when
conjuugated as shhown by thhe SASA results
r
in Figure
F
3. Thus,
T
for soome peptide sequencees,
c
conjugation
to a NP may
m increaase the flexxibility of the peptidee. This couuld be imp
portant wheen
d
designing
peeptides for nanoparticlle conjugates for drug
g design sinnce increasinng the flexibility of thhe
p
peptide
mayy enhance thhe chances for
f interaction with the cellular meedia.
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Figuree 4. Averaage conform
mational entropy for unbound
u
(w
white) and conjugated (grey)
cases for
f each pepptide. The entropy
e
is a measure off the overalll peptide fleexibility. Av
verages
(bars) were compputed for thhe 20 ns prroduction simulation and
a uncertaainties (erro
or bars)
e
ass the standarrd deviationn of block averages.
a
were estimated

R
of thhe C atomss for unboun
nd and conjjugated peptides. Thesee results givve
Figure 5 shows the RMSF
innsight into how the fleexibility of each residuue changes when
w
conjuugated to thee gold NP. The MB annd
N peptide results (Figgure 5c,e) show that, even
NC
e
when the
t flexibility of the ovverall peptid
de decreasees,
thhe flexibilitty of some residues
r
maay still increease when conjugated.
Figuree 5. Peptidde average C root mean
m
squaree fluctuatioon (RMSF) as a functtion of
residue number for
f unboundd (blue circcles, solid) and conjuggated (red ddiamonds, dashed)
d
cases. Results were computed for the 200 ns producttion simulattion.
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For the NC
N and NC
CL peptidees there aree several reesidues thatt are markeedly less fllexible wheen
c
conjugated
(
(Figure
5e,ff). This is consistent
c
w the redu
with
uced conforrmational enntropy for NC
N and NC
CL
w
when
conjuggated (Figuure 4), how
wever, this does
d
not ap
ppear to be consistent with the SASA
S
resullts
(Figure 3) thhat show theese peptidess are more extended
e
when
w
conjugated. This aapparent con
ntradiction is
t molecullar motion during
d
the production
p
simulation where it is seen that thhe
resolved by observing the
N and NC
NC
CL peptidess adsorb too the surfacce of the gold
g
NP at multiple points along
g the peptidde
(Figure 6).
The KC peptide
p
resuults show thhat, in contrrast to the other
o
peptiddes studied here, conju
ugation to thhe
g
gold
NP increases the conformatio
c
onal entropyy and RMSF
F of the pepptide (Figurres 4 and 5aa). To test thhe
robustness of
o this result we perfoormed an inndependent 40 ns unboound simulaation of thee KC peptidde
s
starting
withh the structture from thhe last fram
me of the bo
ound simulaation. Resuults from thiis simulatioon
s
showed
thatt the most common
c
sttructure, connformationaal entropy, RMSF, andd SASA alll returned to
t
s
similar
valuues when staarted from the
t bound structure
s
co
ompared to when startiing with thee PEP-FOLD
s
structure
(daata not show
wn).
Figuree 6. Snapshot of the NC peptidde adsorbed
d to the suurface of thhe gold NP
P. This
adsorpption also occurs for thhe NCL pepptide (not sh
hown). Thee sphere (yeellow) is thee sulfur
atom that
t
is bonnded to the gold surfaace and is part
p of the cysteine reesidue (blue). We
believe this adsoorption occcurs due too the lack of secondaary structurre in solutiion for
p
these peptides.

Our findiings have im
mportant im
mplications for anyone wishing to design nannoparticle co
onjugates foor
d
drug
deliverry. The NC
C and NCL peptides, which
w
contain little to no
n secondaary structuree in solutionn,
a
adsorb
to thhe gold NP
P surface. This
T
adsorpption causes increasedd SASA (Figure 3) an
nd decreaseed
f
flexibility
(F
Figures 4 annd 5). Nonee of the othher four pep
ptides, whicch do contaiin significaant secondarry
s
structure
in solution, addsorb to thee NP surface. Also, thee hydrophobbicity of thee NC and NCL
N
peptidees
a lower than the otherr four. Thuss, we believve that it is the
are
t lack of secondary
s
sstructure thaat is allowinng
thhe NC and NCL peptiddes to adsorrb. This ressult is imporrtant for designing nannoparticle co
onjugates foor
d
drug
deliverry because the conjugaated peptidees should not
n adsorb to
t the surfaace since thiis adsorptioon
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could reduce or eliminate specific desired interactions between the peptides and the cellular media.
Thus, we suggest that when developing such nanoparticle conjugates the peptides should be designed
to contain significant secondary structure in solution.
We note that since the current study uses a single peptide the results should be considered most
relevant to NP conjugates with a low density of peptides. If the conjugate has a high density of
peptides on the surface then peptide-peptide interactions could be important for determining peptide
structure and dynamics.
4. Conclusions
We performed molecular dynamics simulation of six peptides to study the effect of gold NP
conjugation on peptide structure and dynamics. For each peptide we tested two cases: a single unbound
peptide in water, and a single peptide conjugated to a gold NP in water. Results show that, consistent
with our hypothesis, the presence of gold NP does alter both the peptide structures and dynamics, and
that the magnitude of the effect depends on the peptide sequence. Conjugated peptides typically have
decreased conformational flexibility, and the amount of decrease depends on the amino acid sequence.
However, it is possible for conjugation to increase the flexibility, as was the case with one of the
peptides in this study. Conjugating the peptides to a gold NP can also result in more extended
structures or more compact structures, depending on the amino acid sequence of the peptide.
Finally, we suggest that if one wishes to design peptides for nanoparticle conjugates for drug
delivery the peptides should contain significant secondary structure in solution. This is because our
results show that peptides with little to no secondary structure in solution tend to adsorb to the
nanoparticle surface, potentially losing their ability specifically interact with cellular media.
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